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 The Verification Principle:

 Another Puncture Another Patch

 CRISPIN WRIGHT

 David Lewis' refers to the struggles of the 'puncture and patch' industry that has
 grown up around the verification principle since A. J. Ayer's flawed attempts at its
 formulation in the first and second editions of Language, Truth and Logic2. In my
 'Scientific Realism, Observation and the Verification Principle'3 I ventured yet
 another attempt at a coherent formulation, in the spirit of the original, and this
 too-one can hardly be surprised-has suffered a puncture, at Lewis's hands.
 The purposes of this note are, first, to effect yet another repair; and, second, to
 explain why someone totally out of sympathy with the original Verificationists'
 project-the construction of an empiricist criterion of meaningfulness-might
 nevertheless have an interest in the success of the attempt.

 I

 My proposal was, in effect, this:

 S is verifiable if and only if S is contingent and

 (i) S is an atomic observation statement or

 (ii) S is a negation, disjunction, or existential generalization of verifiable
 statements, or

 (iii) Some verifiable T is S-compactly entailed by the union of S with some

 set, (T, ... T.), of verifiable statements, or

 (iv) S is entailed by some verifiable statement, and contains only vocabulary
 occurring in statements which may be established as verifiable by
 appeal only to (i)-(iii).

 Compact entailment-the key notion in my proposal4-was intended to capture
 the idea of an entailment which is fully sensitive to-draws on-the content of the
 non-logical constituents in its premisses in just the way in which, for instance, the

 ' David Lewis, 'Statements Partly About Observation', Philosophical Papers, I988, pp. 1-31.
 2 The first edition formulation is retained at P. 39 of the second edition of Language, Truth and

 Logic; Ayer's second thoughts are on p. 13.
 3 In Fact, Science and Morality, ed. Graham Macdonald and Crispin Wright, Oxford, Basil

 Blackwell, I986, pp. 247-74.

 4 Lewis dubs it 'idiosyncratic' entailment. But that is a bad name for a perfectly intuitive, non-
 wacky notion. The suggestion of 'compact' is due to Ken Gemes.

 Mind, Vol. 98 . 392 . October I989 ( Oxford University Press I989
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 6I2 Crispin Wright

 entailments which correspond to the elimination rules in classical sentential logic
 are sensitive to the content of the specifically logical vocabulary occurring in their
 premisses. A fully content-sensitive entailment is thus sustained by contributions
 from the content of each of its premisses' non-logical constituents-there are, as it
 were, no non-paying passengers. An entailment is defined as compact just in case
 it is liable to disruption by uniform replacement of any non-logical constituent in

 its premisses, (but not in its conclusion). An entailment, [A1 ... A., S}=:B, is S-
 compact if and only if it is subject to disruption by uniform replacement of any
 non-logical constituent in S.

 Compact entailment is not the complement of formally valid entailment.
 Indeed, the distinctions, between compact and non-compact entailments and
 between formally valid and non-formally valid entailments, cut across each other.
 There are valid compact entailments which are not formally valid, for instance

 Victoria has auburn fur;

 Victoria has coloured fur.

 But there are also formally valid compact entailments, for instance

 Victoria is a vixen;

 Provided that, if Victoria is a vixen, she is fierce, then Victoria is fierce.

 Likewise, there are both non-compact entailments which are formally valid, for
 instance

 Victoria is a vixen; all vixens are foxes;

 Victoria is a fox

 -whose validity is indifferent to uniform substitutions for 'vixen' in its
 premisses-and valid non-compact entailments which are not formally valid, for
 instance

 Victoria is smaller than Reynard; Reynard is smaller than Mr Tod;

 Victoria is smaller than Mr Tod,

 whose validity is indifferent to uniform substitutions for 'Reynard', but depends
 upon the transitivity of 'is smaller than'.

 The invocation of the notion of compact entailment is, I would suggest, entirely
 in keeping with the original Verificationists' intuitive thinking. Their contention
 was not-could not have been-that the statements which they wished to
 stigmatize as 'metaphysical' were just so much noise (or scribble). Rather, the
 'metaphysical' or factually insignificant character of certain kinds of discourse was
 to come by way of a discovery in the light of a proper account of 'literal
 significance'.5 Such a discovery could be possible only in the context of our
 apprehension of some kind of content in such statements: a kind of content which
 unfitted them to chime or clash with observation in determinate ways. It should

 5 Cf. 'Scientific Realism, Observation and the Verification Principle', p. 249.
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 have been evident from the start that, if chiming or clashing with observation was to
 be explained as a matter of entailment of observationally decidable consequences,
 some content-sensitive constraints had to be imposed on the kinds of entailment
 allowed. My proposal above is simply one natural outcome of the conviction, likely
 to be shared by anyone who surveys the literature, over half a century, of successive
 punctures and patches, that-provided verifiability is to satisfy other plausible
 closure conditions, for instance, closure with respect to truth-functional composi-
 tion and quantification-there will always be some way of exploiting the presence of
 passengers sentential or subsentential-in premisses entailing observationally
 decidable statements, if any less exigent condition is imposed.

 Let me briefly review how the proposal handles two kinds of erstwhile trouble-
 makers. First, Church's original problem case for Ayer's second edition proposal.6
 Ayer's proposal allowed that a statement should count as verifiable provided its
 union with certain other verifiable statements entailed observation statements not
 entailed by those other verifiable statements alone. Thus for logically independent
 observation statements, OI, 02, and 03, and an arbitrary statement, N,

 Ch. : (-OI & 02)V (-N & 03)

 passed as verifiable, since, in conjunction with Oi, it entails 03. But then N counts
 as verifiable, since, in conjunction with Ch, it entails 02. And N could be any
 statement, however 'metaphysical'.

 There is, however, no route to this conclusion via clause (iii) of my proposal,7
 since the first entailment is not liable to disruption by uniform substitutions in
 Ch. for either '02' or 'N', and thus fails to be S-compact with respect to the
 relevant S.

 Second, consider John Foster's problem case for L. J. Cohen's proposal.8 Let a
 and b be observable individuals, and 'Ox' an observationally decidable predicate
 of them. Cohen's proposal consisted in putting a complex syntactic restriction,
 which I shall not rehearse here, on the kind of entailments that are to count as
 establishing verifiability for their premisses. But 'a= b' passes Cohen's test by
 virtue of its entailment of 'Ob' when conjoined with 'Oa'. Given that verifiability
 is conserved under truth-functional composition, '-(a ? b)' thus passes as verifia-
 ble also. And now, as Foster notes, Cohen's account appears powerless to prevent
 any statement of the form, 'Ma & -Mb' qualifying as verifiable, by virtue of its
 entailment of '-(a ? b)', irrespective of how 'metaphysical' the characteristic
 expressed by 'Mx' is. However, precisely because this last entailment is indifferent
 to uniform substitutions for 'M' throughout its (sole) premiss, it is not a compact
 entailment, and hence fails to establish 'Ma & -Mb' as verifiable under clause (iii).

 6 Alonzo Church, review of the second edition of Language, Truth and Logic, Journal of Symbolic
 Logic, 1949, pp. 52-3.

 7 Nor, presumably, any route to it via the other clauses.
 8 L. J.Cohen, 'Is a Criterion of Verifiability Possible?', in Midwest Studies in Philosophy vol. V, ed.

 P. French, T. Uehling and H. Wettstein, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 1980,
 pp. 347-52; John Foster, A. j. Ayer. in the series, The Arguments of the Philosophers, ed. Ted
 Honderich, London and New York, Routledge and Kegan Paul, I985, pp. I9-20. This would not have
 been a problem case for Cohen had his proposal been crucially simpler. For discussion, and for
 residual reasons for dissatisfaction with a simplified Cohen proposal, see 'Scientific Realism,
 Observation and the Verification Principle', pp. 264-8.
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 614 Crispin Wright

 What then is the difficulty? Note first that clause (iii) is equivalent to the
 stipulation that verifiability is closed under converse compact entailment simplici-

 ter. For if S, conjoined with verifiable [T1 ... Tn], entails a verifiable T, then-in
 the presence of clause (ii)-there will be a verifiable statement which it entails sua
 sponte, namely the conditional whose consequent is T and whose antecedent is a

 conjunction in which T1 ... Tnare the ingredient conjuncts. And this entailment
 will be compact if the entailment of T by [S, T1 ... Tn] is S-compact.
 (Conversely, of course, if S compactly entails T, then S entails T S-compactly.)

 Now Lewis argues that, provided A and B are statements in a definitionally
 sufficiently rich language, it will always hold that, if A entails B, A will ancestrally
 compactly entail B. So any statement which entails, whether compactly or not,
 some verifiable T, is going to pass as verifiable by clause (iii), the play with
 compact entailment notwithstanding. He writes

 The proposal avoids collapse, sure enough, in a sufficiently impoverished language ... But
 in a sufficiently rich language, the limitation to compact entailment accomplishes nothing.

 Take a language in which, for any P and Q, we have an atomic sentence, S, that does not
 occur in P or Qand that is equivalent to 'P & Q. ... Then if P entails Q whether compactly
 or not, it follows that P compactly entails S and S compactly entails Q (Compact
 entailment is not transitive.) Closure under converse compact entailment has the same
 effect as closure under converse entailment simpliciter, except that sometimes we need two
 steps instead of one. Collapse ensues.9

 So formulated, the objection is suggestive rather than cogent. Lewis errs in
 seeming to claim generally that, when S meets the conditions he describes, the
 entailment of S by P will be compact. Suppose, for instance, we were to formulate
 the first entailment ex.ploited in Church's example as

 (OI & ((-OI & 02) V (-N & o3)))=0o3
 A mechanical application of Lewis's quoted claim would involve taking P as O0 &
 ((-0I & 02) V (- N & 03)), Qas 03, and S, accordingly, as an abbreviation of

 (OI & ((-OI & 02) V (-N & 03))) & 03.
 Naturally, any entailment with S as sole premiss will be compact-provided, of
 course, that the conclusion is not a logical truth-since S has no internal logical
 structure. But that does not guarantee the compactness of any entailment of S as
 conclusion. And in fact the entailment of S by P above is not compact-substitute
 whatever you want for '02' in P and the entailment survives.

 That does not show, though, that Church's example cannot be reinstated by the
 ploy Lewis describes. Suppose instead that we reduce the first entailment in
 Church's example to a one-premiss entailment in the fashion noted at the start of
 this section, so that OI is taken out of the set of premisses to form the antecedent
 of a conditional conclusion. Then P now becomes (-oi & 02) V (-N & 03), and
 Q is 01 -O03. And S, accordingly, now abbreviates

 ((-OI & 02) V (-N & 03)) & (OI-+03).
 9 Lewis 'Statements Partly About Observation', p. 30, n. 12. I have replaced his 'idiosyncratic' by

 (compact'.
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 Here the entailment of S by P is compact. The difference is that the entailment
 of P by itself is compact. At least, it is natural to suppose so.

 Actually, even that is too quick. Consider the situation, in relation to Lewis's
 ploy, of the second ingredient entailment in Church's example. Now we have that
 P=N, Q=((-OI & 02) V (-N & 03))-*02, and S abbreviates

 N & (((-Oi & 02) V (-N & 03))-*02)

 And it is natural to suppose, without further ado, that here the entailment of S by
 P is compact-until one realizes that that is to assume, quite unwarrantedly in the
 general case, that N lacks any significant internal logical structure which might
 render its entailment of itself non-compact. For if it entails itself non-compactly,
 it will so entail S. And the same point applies, of course, to the first entailment
 also.

 It is similar with Foster's example. Now we have that P = Ma & - Mb and Q

 --(aA #b) and S is an abbreviation of (Ma & - Mb) & -(a ? b). Here the
 entailment of S by P is compact provided 'Mx' is atomic. But we cannot affirm its
 compactness in general; if 'Mx' is non-atomic, it may happen that the entailment
 of S by P is not liable to disruption by substitution for certain selected
 constituents in 'Ma' and '- Mb'.

 What, then, is the status of Lewis's objection? Well, his thought as quoted is
 correct provided we restrict attention to statements, P, which are compactly self-
 entailing. For if P entails itself compactly, it will so entail P & Qfor any Qwhich it
 also entails. Hence it will compactly entail any abbreviation of P & Q So all
 compact self-entailers which entail, compactly or otherwise, any verifiable
 statement, will indeed be admitted by clause (iii), if Lewis's ploy is allowed. A
 wide range of unwelcome cases will, therefore, surely be admitted.

 And in fact matters are likely to be worse. For one would naturally conjecture
 that any first-order statement which is not compactly self-entailing will have a
 compactly self-entailing logical equivalent.'0 If that is so, then whenever the
 Lewis ploy is unsuccessful in establishing the verifiability of a statement via clause
 (iii)-because that statement entails itself non-compactly-we can be sure that
 there will be a statement with the same truth-conditions which the Lewis ploy
 does get past clause (iii). It may not be so that every (non-analytic) statement
 which entails, compactly or otherwise, some verifiable statement will also
 ancestrally compactly entail it; but if it does not, some truth-conditional
 equivalent will. And that is just as bad.

 So, not so much a blow-out as a slow puncture. But the end result is the
 same. 1 1

 10 After I had drafted this, Lewis sent me a proof of this claim for the language of classical
 sentential logic with the constants t and f

 " In 'Scientific Realism, Observation and the Verification Principle', pp. 268-9, I offered a
 purported demonstration that problems of this kind would not afflict the proposed account. What was
 wrong with it?

 The reasoning made use of the idea of one vocabulary's being analytically independent of another. A
 pair of vocabularies are analytically independent just in case any analytically true statement involving
 elements from both vocabularies remains analytically true under uniform substitution, using materials
 from within or outwith the vocabularies in question, for any of its non-logical constituents.
 Conversely, two vocabularies are analytically dependent on each other just in case some analytic truths
 involving occurrences of elements of each may be disrupted by such substitution. What I argued was
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 Could we simply outlaw Lewis's ploy-insist that the Verification Principle be
 applied to a language only when it is in, as it were, basic form, and all definitional
 abbreviations have been unpacked? It is not clear that the idea is coherent. In its
 primary class of uses, 'brother' abbreviates 'male sibling'. But we could also,
 plausibly, define 'x is a sibling' as:

 x is a brother or x is a sister

 and 'x is male' as:

 x is a brother or if x were to be a sibling, x would be a brother.

 We do not typically give either of these definitions, of course. But then, we do not
 typically explain 'brother' as short for 'male sibling'. The fact is that the
 definitions allowed by a typical natural language are not guaranteed to conform to
 any order of priority, built pyramid-style upon a base class of indefinables. And,
 for its inventors' purposes, the Verification Principle has to be applicable to
 natural languages.

 A fairly rapid roadside repair seems to be possible, nevertheless. Suppose that
 N non-compactly entails 0 and that we stipulate that S is to be an abbreviative
 equivalent of N & 0. And suppose, as Lewis's ploy requires, that the result is that
 N compactly entails S, it being assured, of course, that S compactly entails 0. One
 thought is that we might try to bar S's entailment of 0 from counting, for the
 purposes of verifiability, on grounds of its possession of an equivalent, namely N
 & 0, which entails 0 non-compactly. But there is no mileage in that. For
 whenever A entails B, compactly or otherwise, there will be some C, equivalent to
 A, which entails B non-compactly; C could be, for instance, (A & Q) V (A & - QJ.
 So the effect would just be to bar all entailments from counting. But a better
 thought is close at hand. The distinctive thing about Lewis's ploy-when it
 works, that is, when the self-entailment of the first conjunct in the abbreviated
 sentence is compact-is that it constructs not merely an equivalent but a compact
 equivalent of that conjunct.'2 In any example of the above structure, for instance,
 N and S will be compact equivalents. So the most natural way of barring monsters
 riding in on the backs of the compact entailments sustained by abbreviations is to
 insist that the compact entailment of some verifiable T by S qualifies S as

 that only statements whose non-logical constituents constitute a vocabulary which is ancestrally
 analytically dependent on the vocabulary of the base class of verifiable statements-whatever exactly
 that is-would be admitted by clause (iii).

 This conclusion was perfectly sound. The error consisted in construing it as a ground for peace of
 mind. When it seemed to be that, there was was a tacit assumption in play that ancestral analytical
 dependence between vocabularies would guarantee the existence of interesting conceptual connections,
 necessarily absent in the sorts of problem case which we are trying to outlaw. But what Lewis's ploy
 with abbreviative definition brings out is that this assumption is false. For when the ploy works-that
 is, when some P, non-compactly entailing a verifiable Q compactly entails the appropriate abbreviative
 S, then both 'If P, then S' and 'If S, then Q will be analytically true but disruptible by uniform
 substitution for the non-logical vocabulary in their antecedents. So the non-logical vocabulary of P will
 bc ancestrally analytically dependent on the non-logical vocabulary of Q the absence-if they are
 absent-of 'interesting conceptual connections' notwithstanding.

 12 Where a compact equivalence is, naturally, one in which both ingredient entailments are
 compact.
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 verifiable only if S has no compact equivalent, S*, which entails T non-compactly.
 More specifically, we could, for instance, add to clause (iii), as originally
 formulated, the following:

 ... and S has no compact equivalent, S*, such that the entailment of T by

 [T1 ... Tn, S*] is non- S*-compact, or ...

 So patched, clause (iii) allows an entailment of a particular T to admit S only if
 original clause (iii) would allow their entailment of T to admit each of S's compact
 equivalents. And that seems to seal the particular puncture which Lewis caused.

 Iv

 Is this an objectionably ad hoc response? Well, let me attempt to explain in what
 precise sense it is ad hoc and then leave it to the reader to judge whether it is
 objectionably so, in the light of a mitigating consideration.

 Compact entailment was invoked in an attempt to characterize, by reference to
 its 'survival-conditions', what it is for an entailment to be fully content-
 sensitive to depend as fully as possible upon the extra-logical content of its
 premisses. Our proposal was that there is such a full dependence if and only if any
 way of varying the premisses' content-generated by uniform substitution for any
 of their non-logical constituents has instances for which the entailment fails. But
 Lewis's objection brings out a simple problem with this proposal that can be
 appreciated quite independently of any concern with the formulation of the
 Verification Principle. Reflect that it will presumably be a feature of fully content-
 sensitive entailment that if A so entails B, and coincides in content with C-a
 narrower notion, of course, than logical equivalence-, then C will so entail B.
 Compact entailment, however, lacks this feature. For definitional abbreviation
 conserves content; yet, when A abbreviates B, A, but not B, may compactly entail
 C. So assuming, as seems reasonable, that all fully content-sensitive entailments
 are compact, it follows that compact entailments are a wider class than fully
 content-sensitive ones, and we need to include some further condition in a
 satisfactory characterization.

 Had we been tackling the problem under this perspective, we could scarcely
 have failed to be struck by the following thought. Precisely because it will be a
 feature of the 'manufactured' cases that premisses of the same content since
 definition conserves content do not sustain the same compact entailments, whv
 not lay it down as the needed further condition that they should-that an

 entailment, [A1 ... A.]=>B, is fully content-sensitive if and only if it is compact
 and there is no non-compact entailment of B by premisses of the same content as
 [A1 ... An]? Well, one might wonder whether the resulting characterization-call
 it the Intuitive Account-does not proceed ad obscurum per obscurius; whether the
 notion of same content is in good enough shape to be at the service of explaining
 anything. Replacing it by the relatively clear notion of compact equivalence
 naturally commends itself; which, in effect, is just what we did.

 That brings out the sense in which what has been offered is ad hoc. The original
 intention was to devise clauses to ensure that verifiability would be closed under
 converse fully content-sensitive entailment. But we have not actually come up
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 with aTcompetitive general proposal about what fully content-sensitive entailment
 is except the Intuitive Account, which depends on the notion of sameness of
 content. And compact equivalence is no account of sameness of content; for there
 are statements which are not compactly equivalent to themselves and, conversely,
 compactly equivalent statements whose contents intuitively diverge. ('X is a
 closed plane figure with exactly three sides'; 'X is a closed plane figure whose
 interior angles sum to i8o0'.) We are therefore open to the charge that we have
 abandoned the project of characterizing the notion of fully content-sensitive
 entailment, with a view to enlisting it in the formulation of the Verification
 Principle, and have merely grabbed at a convenient restriction-easily formulated
 by means of the materials to hand-to shore up original clause (iii).

 Here is the mitigating consideration. Only compactly self-entailing statements
 can get past original clause (iii). For statements which do not compactly entail
 themselves do not compactly entail anything.'3 Hence we are entitled, in the
 context of our problem, to restrict our attention to compactly self-entailing
 statements. And among these compact equivalence is at least a necessary condition
 of sameness of content.14 So the restriction embodied in the response to Lewis
 does not betray the project of characterizing fully content-sensitive entailment.
 Rather it amounts-for the compactly self-enitailing statements in which we are
 interested-to a step in the direction of the Intuitive Account; a step which does
 not take us all the way, but compensates by its relative clarity-and perhaps takes
 us as far as we need to go.

 V

 The next worry is whether we have sealed the puncture too tightly. Have we now
 excluded statements that should be admitted? Suppose, for instance, that 'x is
 female' counts as verifiable by observation. (Of course, it is not an observation
 statement in the Positivists' original sense; but then, nothing is.) Then the
 entailment of 'x is female' by 'x is a vixen' will not enable 'x is a vixen' to pass as
 verifiable via patched clause (iii), since 'x is female & x is a fox' is a compact
 equivalent of 'x is a vixen', whose entailment of 'x is female' survives uniform
 replacement of the occurrence of 'fox'. But that does not show that 'x is a vixen'
 cannot now qualify as verifiable at all. It could, for instance, still qualify via
 patched clause (iii) if we can find a better T-one whose entailment by 'x is a
 vixen' depends on both the foxy and the female aspects. Apart from that
 possibility, we ought now in any case to modify my original clause (iv) to read:

 13 Proof. Suppose A is not compactly self-entailing but compactly entails B. Let t be an expression
 in A which is slack with respect to A's self-entailment; i.e., no matter how t is interpreted, the resulting
 sentence entails A. Then there is an interpretation, I, of t such that the resulting sentence, A', entails A
 but not B. A' cannot be inconsistent, or it would entail B. So there are possible circumstances under
 which A' is true and B is not. But these are all circumstances under which A is true. So A does not
 entail B, contrary to hypothesis.

 14 Proof. Suppose A and B have the same content, entail themselves compactly, but that A non-
 compactly entails B. Let t be an expression in A which is slack (see n. 13) with respect to A's
 entailment of B. Then there is an interpretation, I of t such that the resulting sentence A, entails B but
 not A. But that contradicts the hypothesis of the sameness of content, and hence logical equivalence of
 A and B.
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 (iv) S is entailed by verifiable statements, and contains only vocabulary which
 either features in statements which may be established as verifiable by appeal
 to (i)-(iii), or in correct definitions of vocabulary which so features.

 And now 'x is a vixen' can in any case qualify as verifiable via original clause (ii)
 and new clause (iv), if 'x is female' and 'x is a fox' can qualify independently. Any
 definiens of a verifiable statement can qualify via new clause (iv).

 In general, of course, all this manceuvring is pointless unless it leaves space for
 statements to qualify as verifiable some of whose constituent non-logical vocabu-
 lary neither features in any statement in the original base class-the 'atomic
 observation statements' nor may be defined in terms of vocabulary which does
 so feature. It is essential to be able to capture statements as verifiable par
 excellence scientific-theoretical statements whose content cannot be analysed in
 terms which are apt for the reporting of observations. Naturally, one may be
 pessimistic whether that can be done. But my original proposal did leave space for
 the possibility, and so, so far as I can see, does the present proposal.

 The original account left space like this. Suppose T, ... T. have already
 qualified as verifiable, and that their union with S entails a verifiable T. S
 therefore qualifies, by the original account, as verifiable, provided that this
 entailment is S-compact. How might this be so, if S contains non-logical
 vocabulary which neither features in nor can be defined in terms of vocabulary
 which features in T, ... Tn, T? Like this. Suppose there are certain analytically
 true principles, Al ... A., expressive of certain analytical dependencies'5 between
 the two vocabularies, but falling short of providing the resources for definition of
 the relevant vocabulary in S. And suppose these principles mediate the derivation

 of T from [S, T, ... T.]. Since they are analytically true, it is in order to suppress
 them and affirm that [S, T, ... T.] entails T. But that entailment can now be S-
 compact precisely because, when certain substitutions are made for the non-
 logical vocabulary in S, the results of making the same substitutions in A, ... A.
 may be principles which no longer hold analytically true and so are no longer
 suppressible premisses in the entailment.

 In order to construct plausible examples, we would need, of course, to come up
 with instances of analytic bridge principles connecting observational with theoret-
 ical vocabulary. But suppose, just for the sake of an example, that it is regarded as
 partly constitutive of the concept of an acid that litmus paper reddens when
 soaked in acidic substances; and as partly constitutive of the concept of chemical
 dissolution that there be a temperature increase in the dissolving medium. And
 suppose we regard the reddening of litmus paper and increase of temperature as
 verifiable matters. Then reflect that, letting

 S = all acids dissolve iron,
 A, = if litmus paper reddens when soaked in x, then x is acid,
 A2 = if x chemically dissolves y, then x increases in temperature,

 and formalizing along obvious lines, we could formally derive I shall not trouble
 to do so that

 T= if litmus paper reddens in this solution, then placing iron filings in it will
 result in its warming.

 1 5 Seen. i i.
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 And now, if A1 and A2 are regarded as analytic, in view of their concept-
 determining role, and so as suppressible in the derivation, we wind up with what
 is plausibly a compact entailment of T by S.

 Two points are noteworthy. First, there seems no reason why a statement
 which qualified as verifiable via the indicated route would have to hit trouble once
 patched clause (iii) replaced original clause (iii); no reason to think, that is, that
 any such statement would have to have a compact equivalent, S*, such that the
 entailment of T by [S*, T1 ... Tn] would not be S*-compact. There may be cause
 for pessimism whether the route is actually frequently travelled; but the
 modification elicited by Lewis's difficulty should not occasion additional pessi-
 mism. Second, the resources needed if theoretical statements are to qualify in this
 way-a base-class of observation statements, a firm analytic/synthetic distinction,
 and analytically true bridge principles linking increasingly higher levels of
 theoretical vocabulary with lower levels, and ultimately with the vocabulary of the
 base class-these were all central elements of the equipment which the Positivists
 believed was at their service. I tentatively conclude that if they had indeed had
 these resources, the formulation of the Verification Principle would not have had
 to be an insuperable problem.

 VI

 If there is an account of the Verification Principle, unobjectionable for Ayer's
 historical purposes, which might have been proposed in 1946 or earlier, that is
 something which we may as well know. But, as argued in 'Scientific Realism,
 Observation and the Verification Principle', there seems to me to be a more
 profound reason why we should continue to take an interest in this question.

 The notion, or notions, of an observation statement which the Positivists
 deployed have been severely criticized in the intervening years. It is now widely
 believed there is not and could not be a language of pure sense-experience, and
 that statements which actually do record observations are variously theoretically
 conditioned (of course, there is much confusion about what that means) and hence
 unsuitable for the Positivists' foundationalist purposes. But abandoning these
 classical empiricist ideas has not generally been thought to put any obstacle in the
 way of the optimistic sort of scientific realism which most of us find attractive.
 This realism is non-reductionist in spirit: it sees theoretical science as a project of
 discovery, aimed at the delineation of features of the world for whose description
 the modes of concept-formation deployed in theoretical science are essential. And
 it is optimistic in its belief that deployment of these modes of concept-formation,
 and the rigorous prosecution of routinely accredited scientific method, can and
 very often does put us in position to believe, with every right, what are in fact
 truths about the world.

 Now, whatever ought to be said in detail about 'routinely accredited' scientific
 methods, the detail is surely not going to overturn the ordinary belief that science
 is, at bottom, empirical: we acquire reason to believe a scientific theory, when we
 do, by testing it; and testing consists in comparing the predictions of the theory
 with statements which enjoy an anterior high credibility because what they claim
 is apparently observably so. Observation, however, 'theoretically conditioned',
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 remains epistemologically basic in science. There may be no timeless class of
 observation statements, no privileged vocabulary of observation, no such thing as
 observational confirmation of a statement without theoretical presupposition. But
 there is, at each given point in our history, some notion of a range of states of
 affairs which can be observed to obtain, to which the current scientific theory-
 according to our ordinary thinking-is experimentally accountable but which it is
 held not exclusively to concern.

 These platitudes are enough to commit us to a basic class of 'observation
 statements', even if the composition of the class changes with technological and
 scientific development, and its members have none of the distinctive featurs of
 the protokolsatz. And the core beliefs of the optimistic scientific realist are that,
 by constructing theories which bear differentially on the distribution of truth-
 values among the members of this class, we can put ourselves in a position in
 which it is right to believe a particular theory-namely, if the particular
 distribution of truth-values which it requires is corroborated by observation-
 and, moreover, that we are thereby likely to have penetrated to some of nature's
 secrets.

 Clearly, however, this entire picture of the scientific enterprise-simple-
 minded, perhaps, but widely received none the less cannot survive unless we can
 make sense of the idea of one, relatively wide but not comprehensive class of
 statements bearing differentially as a result of its members' contents-on the
 distribution of truth-values among the members of another, relatively restricted
 class. But that is just the abstract form of the logical problem with which,
 prescinding from its historical associations with an extreme form of empiricism
 and the quest for a criterion of 'literal significance', the quest for a coherent
 formulation of the Verification Principle is concerned.

 There is a further point. A solution to the logical problem which is to serve the
 purposes of optimistic scientific realism must, I believe-as the solution proposed
 here does make out that the relation between the two relevant classes of
 statements is a tightly constrained relation of content. For a relation which was
 indifferent to all, or enough, features of the intended interpretation of the wider
 class-the theoretical statements-could not sustain the epistemology of scientific
 theory which optimistic realists believe in. If sufficient concord with observation is
 to provide sufficient reason to believe a theory true, then the theory has somehow
 to emerge as preferable to alternatives which share its formal structure but differ
 in their interpretation. And that cannot happen unless theories of the same form
 can differ in their bearing on what may be observed. In short: only theoretical
 statements which pass the test, whether formulated as I have here proposed or in
 some improved way, can participate in theories with which our epistemological
 relations can be as optimistic scientific realism wants them to be.

 I offer no definite conclusion about how wide this class of theoretical statements
 may be. To do so would require that we get much clearer about the watered-down
 notion of an observation statement which, I have argued, optimistic realism
 requires us to believe that we possess; and much clearer about the prospects for a
 sufficient corpus of analytic bridge principles to mediate the deduction of such
 statements from more purely theoretical ones. Such clarity might disclose-my
 own suspicion-that the class of verifiable theoretical statements is narrow indeed.
 Here I merely want to canvass again the case, made in 'Scientific Realism,
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 Observation and the Verification Principle',16 that more may be at stake, in a
 victory for the patchers over the puncturers, than an analysis of what best play
 might have achieved in a contest long since played out.17

 University of Michigan/ University of St Andrews CR I SP I N WR I GHT

 16 See section VI, pp. 262-3. I have however omitted here one important-if correct-aspect of
 the argument of that paper: the case made in section V for supposing that, if 'theory-ladenness'
 involves that the proper reporting of observation is always a function of background theoretical
 commitments, then optimistic realism is scuppered in any case. For a different argument to similar
 effect, see my 'Scientific Realism and the Observation Statement: a Case for Conservation of a
 Threatened Species?', forthcoming.

 17 I am grateful to Ken Gemes, Bob Hale, David Lewis, Larry Sklar, and Stephen Yablo for
 helpful discussion and correspondence.
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